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Hi all parents of members of Kingsway Little Athletics Centre, 

 

Our centre will be adopting a “have a go jump” policy for the U9 – U11 (Scissors Jump) only. Kingsway LAC will 

not consider allowing the U12 – U17 to adopt the “have a go jump” as they have to qualify for the Frosby, which 

is more technical with greater chance of injury as they must land on their backs not feet 

 

After much discussion and inputs from all clubs we will commence a trial as of Saturday January 17th, 2015 to 

allow all athletes in the U9 -U11 scissors only to go out and have 1 “have a go jump”.  An elastic bar is to be used 

and the starting height will be at 30cm lower than the starting heights as per our Greenbook thus being U9 (70cm), 

U10 (75cm) and U11 (80cm). After the 1 jump at the lower height, only the athletes that have qualified at club 

levels will be able to continue with the event at the proper starting heights and bar. Slowly increasing athletes 

abilities and confidence and enjoyment in being able to compete in all events. Each week the elastic bar will 

increase in height if all athletes clear the elastic bar at the previous session. We have a volunteer from Ballajura 

LAC that is considering assisting at a Centre level for High Jump on a Saturday morning. If he accepts the position 

he will become the new Key Official solely for High Jump.  

 

As the bar increases if athletes eventually clear the proper starting heights on the “have a go jump” The Key 

Official not a Chaperone will also have the ability to qualify an athlete to join the competition the following week. 

Our Records and Ranking Officer is working on the High Jump recording sheets so that a record of all athletes 

participating in the “have a go jump” are recorded as well, this will also assist us in further discussions about what 

is an acceptable starting height for our athletes. 

 

We would like feedback from parents of athletes after the event each week. A feedback form is available in the 

office to help us ascertain if this new idea is working and acceptable to our centre. 

 

We will continue this trial for the 2015/2016 season as well, to enable us to get a better idea as to how it is 

accepted by our Centre. Kingsway runs on a pentathlon point system, as it is late in the season we cannot change 

this for the current season, but as of next season all athletes that participate in the “have a go jump” will also be 

allocated a participation point. 

 
Kingsway is open to all ideas to ensure inclusion of all athletes of differing abilities to be able to compete. Thank 
you again for taking the time to address this issue. Please feel free to give me a ring or come and see me on 
Saturday if you would like to discuss the outcome on this matter or any other matter. 

 

Yours Sincerely  

Carol Hale 

KLAC Chairman 

0418 431 964 

 

 

 


